HOW TO ARRIVE FROM SAN SEBASTIÁN BUS STATION TO OLARAIN RESIDENCE

The San Sebastián bus Station is placed beside HOTEL AMARA PLAZA, which is very easy to find. At 100 metres, in the Plaza Pio XII, there is a small bus stop (see image).

Buses 24 and 27 will take you very close to Olarain Residence. (No other buses stop here, so take the first bus that appears). One of both Buses should stop in less than 15 minutes. The cost of the ticket is 1,10€. Notes of 20€ are usually not accepted. The trip takes over 15 minutes.

You should stop in MAGISTERIO (Spanish) – MAJISTERITZA (Basque) building. It is the 6th stop (buses only stop under previous call). If you take number 24, the building of Magisterio will appear at your left. If you take number 27 it will appear at your right.

The Magisterio Building faces a Square, Plaza de Oñati. The white building behind the square is the School of Architecture. Olarain residence is behind it. Although the residence is very close to the School of Architecture it is hidden behind it after a short ramp of 100 metres.

If you prefer to take a taxi instead of a bus, there is a taxi stop in the bus station. The cost of the taxi is over 8€.